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Povzetek
Uvod
V industrijskih celicah dandanes si roboti delijo delovni prostor, kar privede do
problema trkov. Roboti so programirani v programskih paketih (angl. offline) in
program za vsakega robota je nacˇrtovan neodvisno od ostalih. Po konstrukciji
celice v tovarni, se robotski programi izvedejo pri nizkih hitrostih. Programer
celice opazuje izvajanje in uvede potrebne mehanizme za izogibanje trkov.
Celotna celica je pod nadzorom programabilnega logicˇnega krmilnika (angl.
PLC). Ta poskrbi za ustrezno komunikacijo med roboti z izmenjavo signalov. Si-
gnali, ki omogocˇajo deljenje skupnih obmocˇij (angl. shared spatial zones), se ime-
nujejo zaklopi (angl. interlocks). Zaklop je sestavljen iz dveh signalov; alokacije
(angl. allocation) in sprostitve (angl. release). Cˇe se nek robot zˇeli premakniti v
skupno podrocˇje, se najprej preveri, ali je obmocˇje prosto ali zasedeno. V prvem
primeru robot lahko nadaljuje z izvrsˇevanjem ukazov, vendar je cona zasedena za
vse ostale robote. Ko obmocˇje zapusti, se izmenja signal sprostitve.
Pri vizualnem in rocˇnem pregledovanju celice obstaja mozˇnost spregledanih
trkov, na drugi strani pa uvedba prevecˇ konzervativnih varnostnih mehanizmov,
kar upocˇasni delovanje celice. Zavedati se je potrebno tudi situacij zastoja (angl.
deadlocks), kjer roboti blokirajo drug drugega. V teh primerih je nadaljnje izva-
janje programov nemogocˇe. Vizualna detekcija takih stanj je zelo kompleksna.
To je prilozˇnost in potreba za uvedbo avtomatske resˇitve. Le ta kot vhod
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sprejeme robotske programe z ozirom na koncˇno postavitev celice v tovarni. Pre-
dlagati mora zaklope, ki bodo zagotovili delovanje celice brez trkov in zastojev,
pri tem pa uposˇtevati dejstvo, da se roboti lahko zacˇnejo premikati ob poljubnih
cˇasih (npr. varjenje lahko traja dlje kot obicˇajno, cˇakanje na material itd.).
Pregled podrocˇja
Metode za koordinacijo robotov so razdeljene v dve skupini [1] [2] [3]. Prve,
centralne, obravnavajo celico z vecˇ roboti kot en sistem in nacˇrtajo poti za vse
robote v skupnem (sestavljenem) konfiguracijskem prostoru. Druge, imenovane
tudi koordinacija poti, razdelijo problem v dve fazi. V prvem koraku neodvisno
nacˇrtajo poti za vsakega robota, v drugi fazi pa uskladijo izvajanje z uvedbo
urnika (angl. schedule). Slednje so dober priblizˇek nasˇega problema.
V [4] predlagajo modeliranje problema s prostorom koordinacije. To je prostor
stanj, ki omogocˇa hkratni prikaz trkov, zastojev in nacˇrtovanje urnika.
Ker gre za problem izogibanja trkov, morajo le ti biti najprej zaznani. S to
tematiko se ukvarja sˇiroko podrocˇje detekcije trkov (angl. collision detection). Za
nasˇ problem sta primerni dve strategiji; presek delovnih prostorov robotov (angl.
swept volume) ali vzorcˇenje poti in izvedba klasicˇnih poizvedb za vse vzorce poti
(npr. za problem dveh poti z m in n vzorci je potrebno m× n preverb).
Poseben primer metod vzorcˇenja je kontinuirano (zvezno) preverjanje poti
(angl. continuous collision checking). S to metodo se preveri celotna pot robota
glede na staticˇne ovire. Glavna prednost je, da se ne preverjanja le posameznih
vzorcev poti, ampak celotne segmente. S tem se izlocˇi mozˇnost nezaznanih trkov.
Resˇitev
Resˇitev je sestavljena iz vecˇ delov in algoritmov. Glavna delitev resˇitve je na del,
ki detektira trke in na del, ki tako dobljene rezultate ustrezno modelira v prostoru
koordinacije. Prostor koordinacije omogocˇa kasnejˇse iskanje ustreznega urnika in
uvedbo signalov zaklopa.
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Kontinuirano preverjanje poti za vecˇ robotov
Nasˇe delo predlaga izvirno metodo za kontinuirano preverjanje dveh robotskih
poti. Ideja zanjo je, da uporabimo zvezno preverjanje poti za enega robota (vpe-
ljemo poimenovanje dinamicˇna pot), medtem ko pot drugega robota vzorcˇimo
(imenujemo jo staticˇna pot). Ker vzorcˇenje staticˇne poti znova predstavlja pro-
blem mozˇnih nezaznanih trkov, omejimo gibanje robota med dvema vzorcema
s pragom v kartezicˇnem prostoru1. Nato kartezicˇno razdaljo med prejˇsnjim in
trenutnim staticˇnim vzorcem dodamo k varnostni razdalji2, ki prepoznava trke.
Prostor koordinacije
Problem koordinacije za m robotov lahko opiˇsemo v koordinacijskem prostoru z
m dimenzijami. Vsako pot parametriziramo s parametrom τ ∈ [0, 1], tako da
γ(0) = qinit in γ(1) = qgoal.
Za primer dveh robotov je prostor koordinacije dvo-dimenzionalna ravnina,
imenovana tudi zemljevid (angl. coordination map), slika 1. Vsaka os predstavlja
evolucijo parametra poti τ . V stanju (0,0) sta oba robota v zacˇetnih konfigura-
cijah in v stanju (1,1) v koncˇnih konfiguracijah. Ker je pot obicˇajno sestavljena
iz zaporedja tocˇk (in segmentov med njimi), je zemljevid predstavljen z mrezˇo.
0 1
0
1
τx
τy
Slika 1: Zemljevid koordinacije.
Zemljevid koordinacije omogocˇa oznacˇevanje konfiguracij, ki rezultirajo v tr-
1kartezicˇna razdalja: ocena koliko se robot premakne med dvema konfiguracijama v realnih
enotah (kartezicˇni prostor). Izracˇuna se kot maksimalna prepotovana razdalja; utezˇena razdalja
Manhattan s primerno izbranimi utezˇmi.
2varnostna razdalja za zaznavanje trkov: minimalna razdalja med objekti, ki bo stanje
razpoznala kot trk.
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kih. Ta stanja so ovire v koordinacijskem zemljevidu, na sliki 1 predstavljena kot
sencˇena obmocˇja. Problem koordinacije se prevede v iskanje poti skozi zemljevid
od spodnjega levega do zgornjega desnega kota.
Strategija, ki opiˇse realno obnasˇanje robotske celice je lokalna metoda pohle-
pnega nacˇrtovanja poti (angl. Greedy Planner). Roboti tako navadno istocˇasno
izvajajo programe (diagonalni prehod v celici). V izogib trkom pa mora biti eden
ali drugi zaustavljen, kar se odrazi v vodoravnih ali navpicˇnih prehodih.
Na sliki 1 opazimo problem, ko opisana metode ne more dosecˇi cilja. Stanja,
v katerih se lahko “ujame” so stanja zastojev. Nasˇa resˇitev predvidi algoritem za
primerno povecˇanje ovir (angl. Deadlock Remover).
Mrezˇa zemljevida prikazuje tocˇke v programu robota, ki so kandidati za
uvedbo signalov zaklopov. Avtomatski izracˇun tako predstavlja le projekcijo ovir
koordinacijskega prostora na obe osi zemljevida.
Rezultati
Razvita metoda je uspesˇno preverjena v simulacijskem okolju.
Uporabljena je tudi na podatkih realne varilne celice, ki je vsebovala pred-
hodno (rocˇno) programirane zaklope. Nasˇa resˇitev poda predloge za izboljˇsano
postavitev signalov zaklopov.
Za boljˇso predstavitev koordinacijskega problema smo razvili tudi vecˇ upo-
rabniˇskih orodij. Najbolj neposredna predstavitev je prikaz skupnih (deljenih)
obmocˇij v 3D. Gre za presek delovnih prostorov posameznih robotov.
Druga mozˇnost je prikaz koordinacijskega zemljevida. Optimalna postavitev
zaklopov je sˇe vedno velikokrat prepusˇcˇeno presoji PLC programerja, saj je po-
trebno uposˇtevati tudi prakticˇni vidik izvedbe (npr. lazˇja izvedba manj PLC
signalov kot vecˇ, nekatere kombinacije so bolj primerne inp.). Uporabniku se
tako lahko ponudi prikaz zemljevida, kjer lahko s preprostim “risanjem pravoko-
tnikov”, ki prekrivajo podrocˇja ovir, uvede potrebne zaklope.
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Nasˇa resˇitev ponudi tudi prikaz povezave med prostorom koordinacije in 3D
sceno oziroma robotskimi programi. Gre za graficˇni vmesnik (angl. GUI), kjer
uporabnik lahko izbira poljubna stanja v zemljevidu koordinacije, na sosednjem
prikazu pa roboti zavzemajo ustrezne konfiguracije.
Kljucˇne besede: problem koordinacije vecˇ robotov, koordinacija poti, pro-
stor koordinacije, zastoj, zaklop, kontinuirano (zvezno) preverjanje poti
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Abstract
The problem of robot coordination arises in workcells, where robots are work-
ing in close proximity. We study the multi robot system with preprogrammed
paths for the robots, but during the execution they can get delayed at arbitrary
times. Crashes are avoided with the help of a central PLC (Programmable Logic
Controller) that issues signals, called interlocks, allowing unique allocation of
shared zones.
We present a solution that automatically suggests necessary and sufficient
interlock signals. Besides avoiding collisions, it also avoids deadlock situations
i.e. robots blocking each other way.
We develop a method for continuous collision checking of multiple robot paths
and model the coordination problem in a coordination space. The solution was
tested in a simulation and applied to a real industrial use case, where several
advantages over a manual solution are presented.
The method is accompanied with visualization tools for the user. They can
display collision zones in a 3D space or show the connection between the coordi-
nation and the Cartesian space.
Key words: multiple robot coordination, path coordination, coordination space,
deadlock, interlocks, continuous collision checking, swept volumes
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Multi robot workcells are very common in today industry. Several robots are
working in close proximity, let it be because they are working on the same work-
piece or they are put close to one another for saving expensive factory space.
Figure 1.1: Typical multi robot workcell. Six robots performing welding in auto-
motive industry.
Each robot is typically executing its own program, independent of other robots
tasks. Cases of a robot collaboration, e.g. two robots transferring a shared
workload, are special and less common.
Because robots are moving through the same space, this means their
workspaces overlap and thus the robots could collide. It is needless to say that
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colliding situations are highly undesirable, so several precautions in order to avoid
them, must be introduced.
Today this is normally done manually. Programmers of the workcell first con-
struct programs for each robot independently. During the execution they visually
try to detect situations which may lead to collisions. At corresponding stages in
programs they insert guard signals, allowing robots to exchange information if
some robot is moving inside a shared area or if the area is free.
However, workcells commonly consist of several robots (up to ten or more)
and the robot programs are usually quite complex. It is clear that a manual
inspection of a style “try and error” can fail to avoid all possible crashes. The
opposite case of setting too many guards is also undesirable, because it increases
the valuable cycle time.
There is the need for a solution, checking robots paths, computing an appro-
priate semaphore mechanism and thus guaranteeing a collision free coordination.
1.2 Problem Statement
The typical sequence of workcell programming starts with offline construction of
independent robot paths in some software package e.g. ROBCAD. This environ-
ment allows the path simulation, so collisions between the robot and environment
can be considered and avoided already at this stage.
A real multi robot workcell is controlled by a central PLC (Programmable
Logic Controller). For case of collision avoidance, the programmer needs to pro-
vide PLC signals, called interlocks, that will be exchanged between robots and
will carry the information about which robot is currently moving through a shared
spatial zone.
However, once the cell is being set at a factory, there may exist small dif-
ferences compared to the offline plans. At this stage the workcell and robots
programs are usually manually adapted. This is therefore the reason and oppor-
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path - series of configurations that each robot follows, the shape of a motion
trajectory - path with a specified velocity profile
Table 1.1: Path and trajectory definition [1].
tunity to introduce a solution, that will check all final versions of robot paths
with respect to a real worcell constellation and will output sufficient interlocks.
In the considered industrial robot workcells the paths are fixed, but robot tra-
jectories can differ. The reason for this is that robots while executing a program
can get delayed, e.g. waiting for a providing material, welding at some point
takes more time then usual etc. (for difference between paths and trajectories see
their definitions in Table 1.1). Paths for an industrial robot are normally cyclical
paths, meaning that the robot starts moving in a so called home configuration
and after the program execution returns to this configuration - in doing so it
executes one cycle. Then it repeats it all over again.
Moreover the problem of collisions is not the only thing to be concerned about.
When dealing with multiple robots, it can happen that two robots are blocking
each other so that no one can continue with its trajectory. A case like that is
called a deadlock and is schematically presented in Figure 1.2. With increasing
complexity of the workcell, unforeseen situations can arise, e.g. more robots
blocking each other and thus creating a circular wait.
(b)(a)
Figure 1.2: Deadlock situations - cars are blocking each others’ way so no one
can proceed. In (a) the right car is blocking the left one, in (b) there is a circular
wait.
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For a more formal definition of the coordination problem, lets say there are m
robots in a multi robot workcell: A1, A2 . . .Am; all sharing the same workspace
W . The i-th robot is denoted by Ai, its configuration space by C
i and its config-
uration by qi ∈ Ci [2]. The predefined path each robot Ai follows can be given
in a parametric form γi(τi) [5]:
γi : τi ∈ [0, 1]→ γi(τi) = qi ∈ Ci
si : t ∈ [0, Ti]→ si(t) = τi ∈ [0, 1]
(1.1)
where:
t time variable, t ∈ [0, Ti]
Ti execution time of i-th robot’s task
τi parameter in the parametrized path, τi ∈ [0, 1]
γi(t) predefined path
γi(τi) parametrized path
si(t) reparametrization of path γi(t); si(0) = 0 and si(Ti) = 1
Each path γi(τi) is represented by only one parameter τi, thus yielding a multi-
dimensional configuration space Ci to only one-dimensional presentation (each qi
is replaced by a single parameter τi). Parameter τi can be interpreted as e.g. a
normalized arc length along the path [6]. Notice also, that with this presentation,
time is only implicitly determined.
1.3 Task Statement
The purpose of the following work is to introduce a solution that guarantees that
all possible collisions or deadlocks in multi robot workcells are avoided. The main
aspects of the problem can be summarized as follows:
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- robots sharing workspace, what arises the danger of collisions or deadlocks
- there are fixed paths that robots need to follow (i.e. paths as result from
offline programming)
- during the execution of programmed paths, robots can start moving at
arbitrary times (due to the providing material, unexpected delays etc.)
Therefore the task is to provide a solution that can help the workcell pro-
grammer when setting the interlock signals. This may be in a form of automatic
computation of sufficient interlocks or offering a visualization of critical areas in
a 3D space. The additional requirement is that the software is run offline and
after the cell is constructed at a factory.
The following work will give details on finding such a solution and describe
the underlying algorithms. The solution is tested in a simulation and with a real
workcell.
1.4 State of the Art
This section gives a review of previous related work; not only about the coordi-
nation problem, but also about the closely linked area of collision detection.
1.4.1 Multiple Robot Coordination
Previous approaches to multiple robot coordination are often categorized as cen-
tralized (coupled) and decoupled [1] [3] - refer to Figure 1.3.
1.4.1.1 Centralized Methods
The centralized approaches construct paths in a composite configuration space
XCC [2], [7]:
XCC = C
1 × C2 × · · · × Cm (1.2)
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Coordination Methods
Centralized (Coupled) Decoupled
Priority Planning Path Coordination
delays path modification
Figure 1.3: Classification of coordination methods.
where Ci denotes the configuration space for i-th robot Ai. A state xCC ∈ XCC
determines configurations for all robots xCC = {q1, q2 . . . qm}. The dimension of
XCC is N , where N =
∑m
i=1 dim(C
i).
With analogy to a classical configuration space for one robot, XCC can be
divided into a free space XCCfree and an obstacle region XCCobs:
XCC = XCCfree ∪XCCobs (1.3)
The obstacle region originate from two sources:
XCCobs = (∪mi=1X iCCobs) ∪ (∪ij,i̸=jX ijCCobs) (1.4)
(1) robot - obstacle collision, where O denotes obstacles in a 3D space
X iCCobs = {xCC ∈ XCC | Ai(qi) ∩O ̸= ∅} (1.5)
(2) robot - robot collision
X ijCCobs = {xCC ∈ XCC | Ai(qi) ∩ Aj(qj) ̸= ∅} (1.6)
The task is to find a continuous path from the initial state xCCinit to the goal
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state xCCgoal:
τ : [0, 1]→ XCCfree (1.7)
τ(0) = xCCinit = (q
1
init, q
2
init . . . q
m
init)
τ(1) ∈ xCCgoal = (q1goal, q2goal . . . qmgoal)
(1.8)
where qiinit, q
i
goal denote the initial and goal configuration for robot Ai, respec-
tively.
This can be treated as a classical path planning problem (for one robot in its
configuration space) where multiple robots are considered as a composite robot
system. However, this comes at a great cost: the dimension of XCC grows linearly
with the number of robots (e.g. 6 robots, each with 6 DOF (Degree of Freedom),
resulting in a dimension 6 × 6 = 36) and thus the problem requires computational
times that are exponential in dimension of XCC [3].
This approach can guarantee the optimality and/or completeness of a solution
(i.e. if the solution exist, it is guaranteed to be found). For our frame of work
it is not useful, because as stated in the previous sections, the paths are already
programmed and may not be changed.
1.4.1.2 Decoupled Methods
The decoupled methods are typically divided into two broad categories (Figure
1.3); Prioritized Planning and Path Coordination.
1.4.1.2.1 Prioritized Planning
Robots are considered in a priority order; when planning the path for i-th robot,
the motion of all i − 1 robots are taken into account as moving obstacles [2].
Similar as with the centralized methods, this kind of approach constructs new
paths and is as such inappropriate for our problem.
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1.4.1.2.2 Path Coordination
With this approach robot paths are already determined and the task is to intro-
duce a proper scheduling.
In most of the previous attempts we can notice a common introduction of time
delays at different stages in a robot’s trajectory [7] [4] [8] [9] [10], thus modifying
only velocity profiles and leaving geometric paths intact. Some researches decide
only to allow delays at the very start of movements [5] (and so preserving the
predefined velocity profiles), others propose modifications also for geometric paths
in order to reduce robot conflict areas [4]. Other alternatives include finding the
solution with less constrained preconditions; not to limit robots on a movement
along fixed paths but allowing them to move on roadmaps [7].
There exist different ways to model the coordination problem; one is by pre-
senting robot paths in a state - time space [8], others present motions in a coor-
dination space [2] [4] or with a finite state automata [9] [10] [11]. The later two
will be explained in the next paragraphs.
Coordination Space
The coordination space was first introduced in [4], where they focused on the
problem of coordinating two robots with predefined paths (each path consisting
of several segments). For this purpose they constructed a 2D map, called Task
Completion Diagram - see Figure 1.4, left side. Each axis in this kind of map
represents the domain for a particular robot τi = [0, 1], so at the beginning
each robot is in its initial configuration γi(0) = q
i
init and at the end in its final
γi(1) = q
i
goal. The grid allows to display collision regions - that are states (i.e.
the combination of two configurations in two robot problem) where robots collide.
For a graphical explanation refer to Figure 1.4.
The presentation with the Task Completion Diagram transforms the problem
of coordination into finding a path through a 2D map, avoiding collision regions.
Movements on borders of collision regions are also allowed. The path starts in
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Figure 1.4: Left side: Task Completion Diagram for two robots with marked
collision regions. Each axis presents the evolution of a path parameter τk =
[0, 1], k = x, y. Right side: Showing two robots while traversing a certain segment
in their paths. The segment of path x corresponds to a column (blue), contrary
the segment of path y represents a row (yellow) in the coordination diagram. Both
have in common one pixel - in case that robots are in collision (while traversing
discussed segments), the common pixel is marked i.e. it belongs to the collision
region.
the lower left corner (where both robots are in their initial configurations) and
ends in the upper right corner (robots are in final configurations).
One possible strategy for finding such a path is simply following the Greedy
Planner algorithm [4]; the preferred motions are diagonal (meaning both robots
move simultaneously) and if that is not possible, one robot has to be stopped
(resulting in vertical or horizontal movements) - see Figure 1.5. Looking at this
figure we also notice a problem when such plan gets into a situation with no fur-
ther possible movements (a deadlock). A mean to fight this is either by allowing
robots to traverse their programmed sequence backwards (resulting in a decreas-
ing coordination curve [12]) or to extend collision regions in such a way, that there
is no possibility to get trapped in the deadlock states. This is demonstrated in
Figure 1.5, where non-convexities are filled to form a so called SW-closure (south-
west closure) [4]. Another instruction is to grow collision regions that contain last
segment of one robot’s path. In the opposite case it can also come to deadlock
situations. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.5: Coordination map - a presentation of the collision regions and a
combined evolution of robot movements. Left: a greedy planner in a deadlock
situation with no further possible motions. Right: prevention of deadlocks by an
extension of collision regions (collision regions: solid color, extensions: pattern).
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Figure 1.6: Left: coordination map with extended collision regions for the cases
of end collisions. Right: a solution cannot be computed - no possible path from
the lower left corner to the upper right corner.
Another possibility for finding a path is a global method. In [4] the authors
propose that each cell in the Task Completion Diagram is scaled according to
the time that the robot needs to traverse one particular segment. Searching for a
minimum length path thus means an optimal solution with respect to cycle time.
The coordination space XSS can be constructed for a general case of multiple
robots [2]. For m robots it is a m-dimensional cube XSS = [0, 1]
m determined by
m path parameters τi. Collision regions in it are determined by:
X ijSSobs = {(τ1 . . . τm) ∈ XSS | Ai(γi(τi)) ∩ Aj(γj(τj)) ̸= ∅}
XSSobs = ∪ij,i̸=jX ijSSobs
(1.9)
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They can be interpreted as union of states, where each state xSS ∈ XSS denotes
the combination of robot configurations that result in a collision. Considering
the following fact:
Each X ijCCobs defined by equation (1.6) depends only on two robots,
regardless of the configuration of other m− 2 robots in a multi-robot
system. That implies a cylindrical structure of collision regions [2].
Thus, for determination of collision regions XSSobs in a problem with m robots,
it is sufficient to pairwise test all the robots (number of combinations is
(
m
2
)
),
construct corresponding 2D coordination maps and then cylindrical exploit such
collision regions (i.e. extrude the 2D regions in the “rest” or “other” dimensions).
A case for m = 3 robots is presented in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: Coordination space for three robots (below) and three corresponding
2D coordination maps above - they are computed by pairwise testing of a multiple-
robot system. When each such collision region is cylindrically exploited, it forms
collision regions of a general coordination space. A red line marks a possible
schedule from initial state to goal state - it is also projected to the 2D diagrams.
Image source: [2].
The coordination problem is transformed into finding a path h through the
coordination space that avoids collision regions; h : [0, 1] → XSSfree, where
XSSfree = XSS\XSSobs, h(0) = (0, . . . , 0) and h(1) = (1, . . . , 1).
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Finite State Automata
Some authors model the coordination problem with the finite state automata [9]
[10] [11]. Such states are used for presentation of robot programs (presenting the
segment currently being executed) and for shared spatial zones (marking if the
zone is free or not). The solution is found with use of the closely linked theory
about scheduling and control problems.
When searching for a minimum time solution, they commonly apply a Job
Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) theory and aMixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) [5] [9] [10]. A JSSP is defined as:
There are n machines that need to process m jobs. Each job consist
of different operations (each with a specified time duration) and each
machine can handle one operation at a time. The problem is to find
an optimal sequence of jobs on each machine - such that a total time-
span is minimized.
For the case of multiple robots we can think of the machines as shared spatial
zones, the jobs correspond to paths and the operations to path segments.
Once that kind of schedule is found, it completely determines the sequence
of motion - robots always have to move in this predefined order. That is the
reason these methods correspond to the global planning methods when searching
coordination map.
On the other hand, in [11] they introduced a proper control of the robots
while allowing them as much freedom as possible (can be thought of as a local
method). The theory in the background is a Supervisory Control Theory (SCT),
especially a Maximally Permissive Supervisor.
Conclusion
The path coordination methods look most promising for our problem, because
they introduce a schedule for the preprogrammed paths. Coordination space and
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finite state automata approaches look very different, but in fact have quite some
things in common. In [10] authors use both approaches and give some comparison.
The coordination space can plot additional aspects and valuable information
of the coordination problem. It also seems less complicated and more intuitive
to implement.
On the other hand, the finite state automata don’t directly offer additional
information, but can easily use the JSSP or SCT theory. If one has already
developed and used JSSP for some other scheduling or optimization problem
(e.g. for school schedules, traffic problems etc.), then it can be easily modified
for the robot coordination problem.
The global methods for finding a schedule provide a solution that completely
determines the sequence of motion - robots always have to move in this predefined
order. As such it is quite inflexible and inappropriate for our problem statement,
where robots could get randomly delayed. The better strategy is therefore local;
robots move simultaneously and if that is not possible, someone has to be stopped.
1.4.1.3 Current Solution
A multi robot workcell is controlled via a central PLC and the mechanism for
collision avoidance is provided by interlock signals. They allow unique allocation
of shared spatial zones - the critical areas in workspace where robots might crash.
Mainly there are two types of signals; allocation and release. If one robot
tries to allocate a certain shared region, it is firstly checked if the zone is free
or already locked. In the first case, the robot can proceed with its program, but
the zone is locked for all the other robots, which must wait until the first robot
reaches a command release and moves out of the zone (consider Figure 1.8).
Interlocks are set in each robot program and the central PLC takes care for
proper communication via digital inputs and outputs.
The setting of interlocks is in lot of cases done manually; robots are allowed
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Figure 1.8: Communication between robots working in close proximity is achieved
by an introduction of interlock signals; allocation and release of a certain region
in the Cartesian space.
to move through their programmed instructions at low speed and the workcell
programmer is visually inspecting if collisions might occur. This kind of an ap-
proach has several disadvantages; first it is a slow, very demanding (due to the
cell’s complexity) and an expensive procedure. It can never be assured that all
collisions are avoided and deadlocks are normally not considered (deadlock sit-
uations are harder to be noticed by the programmer). Also it is impossible to
achieve an optimal constellation of interlocks.
KUKA Systems is currently handling this problem with a software
robCONTROL [13] of a company Voith1. It suggests an optimal constellation
of interlocks. Not only all collisions and deadlocks are avoided, it also aims for
the cycle time minimization. Voith reports on some successful cases of the cycle
time minimization for a variety of workcells.
1.4.2 Collision Checking
If collisions need to be avoided, then at first they need to be detected. Collision
detection is of interest in many different areas from computer graphics, animations
to path planning etc. [14]. It is a well investigated area with lots of different
methods.
1http://voith.com/
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Our problem is well predefined. It is about collision avoidance between robots
following already defined paths. Collisions must be detected between completely
known object shapes, that are following completely defined paths. There are no
other possible motions or unknown shapes, no additional sensor data for colli-
sion avoidance. Methods discussing such collision problems are presented in [15].
They propose two different approaches: an intersection of swept volumes or colli-
sion detection by sampling paths and applying some classical collision detection
algorithm between two geometric objects.
From now on we focus on the problem of collision detection between two
robots. For collision checking of a multi robot system, it is sufficient to pairwise
test all robots. So detected collisions for a robots pair can be used and generalized
for the collision detection problem in multi robot workcells.
1.4.2.1 Swept Volume
A swept volume is defined as the totality of points touched by a geometric object
while in motion [16], see Figure 1.9 for a graphical presentation. If this kind of
envelopes for different robots are later intersected, then shared spatial zones can
be found.
Figure 1.9: Swept volume that two robots (their upper segments) occupy during
the program execution. Figure source: [11].
Swept volumes are quite hard to compute in an explicit form [16], so there is
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a need for some approximation in their computation. One possibility is to model
the articulated arm with simple geometric objects and compute swept volumes
of them [17], other is by a voxelization [18]. A most natural form of information
obtained are the workspace areas where collisions can happen [11].
Swept volumes are used for modelling of the robot’s workspace [16] and that
is also the reason this method looks promising for our problem. Collisions can be
detected by intersection of all robot workspaces.
1.4.2.2 Sampling Approaches
A very intuitive approach for collision checking between two moving robots, fol-
lowing predefined paths, is to sample both paths and check for collisions between
sampled configurations [15]. In that case, robots are (static) geometric objects
and collisions can be tested using classical algorithms. However, all possible
combinations of samples need to be checked - see Figure 1.10.
τi
τj
. . .
τi
τj
Figure 1.10: Robots are checked for collision at some particular states and all
possible interactions need to be considered. E.g. collision checks for the whole
path of robot j when robot i is at a particular configuration (figure left). This is
to be repeated for the whole path of robot i.
There are a lot of different methods for collision checking between two static
objects, e.g. Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs), Distance Fields, Spatial
Subdivisions etc. [19]. Algorithms have many variations. The basic information
they provide is of course a boolean result, indicating is there a collision or is
there not a collision, some offer data such as a distance (when robots are not
in collision), nearest points, a penetration depth (when in collision), they differ
in the computation time, the accuracy [14] [19]. Detailed study of methods for
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collision detection exceeds our frame of work.
An approach developed especially for articulated arms is presented in [20]:
the system uses BVHs to approximate robots’ geometries, robots’ kinematics to
calculate poses of geometric objects and a software library SOLID to determine
if simple geometric objects are colliding. The biggest advantage is the reduction
of collision tests and therefore a fast computation time; it can be simply deter-
mined if two configurations are far apart and more tests need to be run just for
configurations in close proximity.
1.4.2.2.1 Continuous Collision Checking
The discrete collision checking algorithms imply a problem. They cannot assure
to detect collision whenever one occurs. This is important in cases of thin objects,
rapid movements or large time-step simulations. A possible problem is illustrated
by Figure 1.11.
Figure 1.11: A small rotation of the robot’s base may cause the welding gun to
pass through an obstacle. Image source: [21].
Continuous Collision Detection methods (CCD) model the movement between
two successive discrete states and thus guarantee to detect all collisions. There
are different proposed methods, e.g. algebraic equation solving, conservative
advancement, adaptive bisection etc. [17]. The one that looks most promising for
our problem will be presented in the next paragraph. The method was developed
mainly for the purpose of local planning in the sampling based motion planning.
Other areas where CCD is applicable include a robust dynamic simulation (a cloth
simulation, a precise virtual assembly), virtual interactions (computing time of
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contact (TOC)) etc. [17].
Free Bubble Algorithm
The Free Bubble algorithm (presented in [21]) falls in the category of adaptive
bisection methods of CCD. It is mainly suited for the path planning; given two
configurations it is determined if a robot can move between them without colli-
sions. The algorithm checks for collisions between one moving object (the robot)
and a static obstacle. The motion between two configurations is modelled with
the usage of different interpolators (e.g. linear, spline). It is a dynamic check-
ing i.e. it adjusts the bisection resolution (where classical collision checks are
executed) based on the distance to obstacles; if the robot is in close proximity
more checks need to be performed as opposed to when the robot is far from the
obstacle.
The key of the implementation is comparing lower bounds on distances be-
tween objects in relative motion with upper bounds on lengths of curves traced by
points of these moving object. A more precise definition (a graphical presentation
is in Figure 1.12):
Let ηij(q) be a lower bound on the Euclidean distance between Ai(q)
and Aj(q) and λi(p, q) an upper bound on the lengths of the curves
traced by all points of Ai. Two objects Ai and Aj do not collide at any
configuration on the path segment π joining p and q in the c-space, if:
λi(p, q) + λj(p, q) < ηij(p) + ηij(q) (1.10)
For lower bounds on distances between objects one can use a result from a
distance calculation algorithm, upper bounds on maximal displacement can be
estimated by a Cartesian distance between two configurations [22]. The Cartesian
distance between two configurations can be interpreted as the distance, that the
points on the robot traverse while moving between configurations. The straight-
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Figure 1.12: Graphical presentation of Free Bubble algorithm. ηij(p), ηji(q):
distances between objects, λi(p, q) and λj(p, q): an estimation of the distance
travelled while moving from a configuration p to q. A segment [p, q] can be
recognized as collision free if the equation (1.10) holds. Note: the name of the
algorithm originates from the presentation with a so called “free radius” ηij(p),
ηji(q).
forward way for its calculation is thus tracing of surface points. However, for
the case of a robot, it can be estimated as a Weighted Manhattan metric [22].
Weights must be properly set. A weight wk in case of the robot with n DOFs
(k = 1 . . . n) is interpreted as a radius rk. For a given configuration q, it is a
distance from the axis of joint k to the farthest point of any subsequent link. The
total distance travelled thus cannot be bigger than the sum of distances traveled
while moving a single joint:
λi(p, q) =
n∑
k=1
wk · |pk − qk| =
n∑
k=1
rk(pk+1 . . . pn) · |pk − qk| (1.11)
1.4.2.3 Conclusion on Collision Checking
Swept volumes offer information just about shared spatial zones in the Cartesian
space. Naturally they don’t provide the additional information about correspond-
ing configurations in collision. However, path coordination methods demand this
data.
Sampling approaches on the other hand provide such information. The main
concern about them is the choice of an appropriate sampling size. On one side
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one wishes that collisions are completely determined (not missing some narrow
obstacles, e.g. welding guns), on the other side also the computation time needs
to be taken into account. Too much collision checks can increase the computation
time in unacceptable orders. A mean to fight this concerns is by using the Free
Bubble algorithm.
Anyhow, our problem is specific in a way that collisions need to be checked
between two moving robots and the literature on continuous path checking reports
no solution for the two robot case.
1.5 Conclusion and Outline
Based on the previous work review we conclude that the presented problem of
coordination can be solved with the help of path coordination methods. As a
model we will use the presentation with the coordination space. It offers an
additional visualization of the coordination problem. A solution needs to be
found that allows robots to freely execute their programs and not to restrict the
execution is a predefined order.
A collision detection strategy supporting this kind of analysis is path sampling.
The continuous collision checking as a special variant of a sampling approach
offers lots of advantages. We will present a new method for continuous collision
checking of two robot paths. Swept volumes can be used for a better visualization
of shared spatial zones.
The following work is organized as follows; next chapter gives a detailed expla-
nation of the algorithms, in chapter 3 test of the solution on real world use cases
is discussed. Chapter 4 presents developed tools for the user and the last chapter
concludes the work with a summary of major contributions and suggestions on
future work.
2 Collision Free Coordination of
Multiple Robots
This chapter aims to enlighten different parts of the coordination problem and
presents steps for obtaining the solution.
Each section starts with a short overview or a basic explanation and then
continues with a detailed description of the underlying algorithms. The imple-
mentation is shortly explained in appendix A. The results were obtained on a
computer with Intel Pentium processor, 4GB RAM and Windows 7 OS.
The chapter starts with an explanation of continuous collision checking - the
Swept Volume Approach and the Continuous Collision Checking for Multiple
Robots. Then it continuous with a description of coordination maps and associ-
ated problems of scheduling and deadlocks. At the end a simulation environment
combining all parts of solution is presented.
2.1 Continuous Collision Detection for Multiple Robots
2.1.1 Swept Volume Approach
Swept volumes are a possibility to detect collisions between moving objects. The
method itself implies the continuous collision checking, because it computes (con-
tinuous) volumes and overlaps them. If there exist any overlapping areas, then a
collision can be reported.
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Our work provides a 3D cube capturing the whole multi robot workcell. It is
divided into voxels. While robots move through a 3D scene, appropriate voxels
are marked. Later such scene can be visualized in different colors - see Figure 2.1
for an example of a workcell with 6 robots.
Figure 2.1: Swept volumes for a workcell with 6 KUKA LBR robots. Left side:
swept volumes for each robot in a different color, right side: shared spatial zones
(purple zones: shared among 2 robots, red zones: shared between several robots).
2.1.1.1 Details
Each voxel in a 3D scene can store information if some robot has moved through
that particular workspace area. The background in the practical implementation
is to provide points on the surface of robot’s CAD models (equally distributed)
- see Figure 2.2. Such points are linked to the robot’s programmed model and
when the robot moves through the simulation scene, surface points move along
and “occupy” appropriate voxels. The problem is therefore transformed into
determining where (in which voxels) the points lie.
The information that is stored in a voxel can be simply which robot occupied
it. After all data is stored it can be very informatively visualized. The idea is
to display each cube in a particular color based on the information it contains.
One possibility is to mark all the voxels that were occupied by a certain robot
with one color. That corresponds to marking the robot’s workspace (displayed
in left side of Figure 2.1). Other possibility is only to color the voxels that were
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Figure 2.2: Equally distributed points on surface of robot’s CAD model.
occupied by more than one robot (displayed in right side of Figure 2.1). This kind
of regions present collision areas in the 3D space. If one desires the information
about corresponding robot configurations (in collision), there is no simple way
for such computation.
Note that for obtaining a collision free solution (calculated by a continuous
approach), it needs to be assured that the robot’s path truly occupies all voxels
along its way. Too big differences between path samples might leave some vox-
els falsely unoccupied. This can be overcome with the use of the Free Bubble
algorithm.
The method described so far does not allow a construction of the coordination
map. However, a voxel can store even additional information. For the case of two
robots, it can store two vectors, carrying path parameters for each robot. The
task of building a coordination map involves a check of every voxel. For every
voxel containing two non-empty vectors, a “temporal coordination map” is build.
An union of all such temporal coordination maps is then a common, resulting
coordination map. This approach is rather cumbersome; it requires nested loops
for checking the 3D scene and a construction of many temporal coordination
maps, that contain very similar information (imagine neighbouring voxels).
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sampling swept volume
2,9 s 159 s = 2,6 min
Table 2.1: Computation times for building a coordination map with two different
approaches; test on a cell with two KUKA LBR robots, each path with 100
configurations;
sampling: 1002 collision checks, average time for one ∼ 0, 3 ms
swept volume: scene length = 1,2×1,2×1,2 m; number of voxels = 240×240×240;
accuracy = 5 mm; computation time contributions: ∼ 52 s occupying the voxels,
∼ 107 s traversing the voxel map and building a coordination map.
2.1.1.2 Results of Swept Volume Approach
Swept volumes offer a nice visualization and a quick check if there are any col-
lisions at all. One advantage is that they do not require a distance calculation
algorithm. On the other hand, this implies the disadvantage that safety distances
become harder to implement; in the case of sampling approaches and distance
calculators, one can easily set a collision condition at a desirable value, in the
case of swept volumes there would be either a need to enlarge CAD models by
some distance or to use distance fields.
Another major disadvantage is that the size of one voxel determines the pre-
cision of results. In case of a large 3D scene (lets say a real workcell can be fitted
into a cube of size 4 m × 4 m × 4 m ), the size of one cell for a reasonable
number of voxels (e.g. 50 voxels in each axis, 503 = 125000 altogether) is quite
big; for this case scene length
number voxels
= 4m
50
= 8 cm. Increasing the precision (meaning
increasing the number of voxels) increases the computation time as well as the
memory space consumption. Because of a 3D scene, this all happens at the 3rd
order.
In case one would try to store the information about path parameters in 3D
cubes, this proves to be computationally very expensive and cumbersome. See
Table 2.1 summarizing test results.
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2.1.2 Guaranteed-Collision-Free Sampling Approach
This section presents a new method for the continuous collision checking between
two robots following predefined paths. It originates from the (adaptive bisection)
sampling algorithms for continuous collision detection. The proposed algorithm
is the only one, that guarantees a collision free solution for the case of multiple
robots.
The section starts with an explanation of the nomenclature, later gives an
overview of the algorithm and finally explains it in more detail. Then some
additional algorithm features are discussed and at the end, the important results
are listed.
2.1.2.1 Preliminaries
Here we give a short description of expressions that are important to understand
the algorithm.
2.1.2.1.1 Collision Condition
The meaning of two objects in collision is clear. A collision condition however
allows to detect a relatively closeness of objects. If two objects are less apart than
a specified collision condition then a collision is reported. The collision condition
is commonly used as a safety distance.
2.1.2.1.2 Continuous Checking of a Single Robot’s Path
Continuous checking of one robot’s path was presented in introduction section
1.4.2.2. The main functionality of the presented algorithm can be packed into a
function IsSegmentOK(). If the whole segment between two collision free config-
urations is without collisions, then the function returns true, otherwise false. The
theoretical background (for more details refer to section 1.4.2.2) is a comparison
between the Cartesian distance of two configurations (estimated by a Weighted
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Manhattan metric) and the minimum distance to an obstacle (computed by a
distance calculation algorithm) with equation (1.10).
2.1.2.1.3 Cartesian Distance
For continuous checking of the robot’s path we need an estimation of a Cartesian
distance between two configurations in the robot’s path. The Cartesian distance
between two configurations can be interpreted as the distance, that the points on
the robot traverse while moving between configurations. The calculation of such
metric was presented in the section of previous work review, section 1.4.2.2.1.
2.1.2.2 Overview of Continuous Collision Checking Algorithm for
Multiple Robot Paths
Continuous checking of one robot’s path against a static obstacle (can be the
other robot in a certain configuration) is presented in Figure 2.3.
dist
isSegmentOK = f(maxCartesianDist(q1, q2), dist)
q1
q2
Figure 2.3: Continuous collision checking of one robot’s path.
The idea for continuous checking of a robot pair is therefore to sample one
robot’s path, while the other robot’s path will be checked continuously for every
such sample. We introduce the nomenclature static path for the path we sample
(also static robot) and the continuously checked path is called dynamic path (also
dynamic check, dynamic robot). However, sampling of the first robot’s path again
implies the well known problems of possible not detected collisions. To avoid
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them, we bound the movement of the static robot between two configurations
by a Cartesian threshold. Then we add this metric to a collision condition for
checking the dynamic path (consider Figure 2.4). This assures that no collisions
can be missed because of discrete steps in checking of the static robot’s path.
maxCartesianDiststatic = g(qs0, qs1)
isSegmentOK = f(maxCartesianDist(qd0, qd1), dist), where
collision condition ← maxCartesianDiststatic
static path
dynamic path
qs0
qs1
qd0
qd1
Figure 2.4: Continuous collision checking algorithm for multiple robot paths.
2.1.2.3 Continuous Collision Checking Algorithm for Multiple Robot
Paths
The algorithm performs continuous checks of the dynamic robot’s path for every
sample in the static path. Dynamic checks are checks with the collision condition
that assures no collisions were missed because of sampling of the static path.
The method is illustrated in Figure 2.5. There we can see two paths; the
static and the dynamic one. The static path consist of several configurations
(so called static steps, marked as blue circles), that are not more apart than
maxStaticMotion. For every static step a dynamic check needs to be performed,
where the collision condition contains also a Cartesian distance between a current
and previous static configuration.
2.1.2.3.1 Sampling of Static Path
Imagine we have two given configurations (consider Figure 2.6, case right above).
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collision free configuration
collision configuration
bounds of collision free interval
isSegmentOK(): true
isSegmentOK(): false
static path
dynamic path
Figure 2.5: Graphical presentation of the Continuous Collision Checking Algo-
rithm for Multiple Robot Paths. The figure displays both paths from a pair; the
static path consisting of samples that are not more apart than a Cartesian thresh-
old (maxStaticMotion); the dynamic path with different possible configurations
(collision free or in collision). The final results (bounds of collision free intervals)
are displayed with blue brackets.
We wish to re-sample such segment, so that it contains only configurations that
are less apart than a Cartesian threshold (Figure 2.6, case right below). This
can be achieved with a proper method of bisection, explained by the diagram in
Figure 2.6.
2.1.2.3.2 Continuous Checking of Dynamic Path
For every sample in the static path there is a dynamic check performed. This is
an equivalent to continuous checking of one robot’s path against a static obstacle.
With a difference that our algorithm sets such collision condition that there are
no collisions missed because of a static path sampling.
The dynamic path can be seen as a sequence of configurations that are in
collision or not. In order a segment can qualify for a continuous check (use of
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dynamic check
result
Figure 2.6: Assuring configurations of the static path are not more apart than
the Cartesian threshold maxStaticMotion. On the left side a diagram explaining
the implementation is presented, on the right there are corresponding actions.
At the top there is an original segment and at bottom a resulting segment with
proper sampled configurations (so called “static steps”).
a function IsSegmentOK()), both end configurations of a segment need to be
collision free. However, this is not always the case, so we provide methods that
handle all possible scenarios;
(1) collision free configuration - collision free configuration
(2) collision - collision free configuration
(3) collision free - collision
(4) collision - collision
In the first case we have the information that the dynamic and static robot are
not in collision for two successive configurations of the dynamic path. We wish to
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check if the whole segment in between is collision free. That is handled directly
with function IsSegmentOK(). In case the function returns true, the segment is
saved to CollFreeBounds and in the opposite case we make use of an additional
information about the found colliding segment. See Figure 2.5 and especially pay
attention to green (or red) marked segments.
For the second and third we use an interval arithmetic to detect collision
bounds. We wish to precisely determine where in the dynamic path a transition
occurs; a transition so that the dynamic robot is no longer in collision with the
static robot. The condition that stops further bisections in the interval arithmetic
method can be set through Cartesian threshold motionCollFree2Coll . See Figure
2.7 for an explanation on bisecting and Figure 2.5 where this can be seen on
an example of a whole path. The found collision bounds are marked with blue
brackets.
The forth case means that for both given configurations of the dynamic path,
there exist a crash between the static and dynamic robot. We then simply make
additional samples in between two such configurations. This case is not han-
dled “continuously”, because our main interest are intervals guaranteed to be
collision free rather than considering collision segments. See Figure 2.5 where
colliding configurations are marked with red circles. Additional samples between
two successive colliding configurations are also marked.
2.1.2.3.3 Parameters
Continuous collision checking algorithm for multiple robot paths has three pa-
rameters:
- maxStaticMotion
- motionCollFree2Coll
- minJointMotion
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collision free configuration
collision configuration
collision free bound
isSegmentOK(): true
result
Figure 2.7: Bisection of a segment with one end configuration in collision and
the other one not. The method bisects the segment so long, till it determines the
change more precisely (depending on threshold motionCollFree2Coll).
They determine how precise are the computed results and need to be set as
a compromise between the precision and computation time. Obviously setting
maxStaticMotion to a small value means that the static robot can move only
little between two checked configurations. The collision condition for checking the
dynamic path will stay rather low, but the computation time will be increased due
to many static configurations needed to be checked against the dynamic robot’s
path. Similar keeping low motionCollFree2Coll will result in precisely determined
bounds, but more bisections mean increase in the computation time.
However, aiming to prevent “meaningless” bisections we introduce a guard
parameter in the configuration space minJointMotion, that speaks purely about
what is the difference between two configurations in the joint space. Therefore it
is in joint units. It is computed as a Manhattan metric (see equation (1.11), where
weights can be set to 1). If two configurations are less apart thanminJointMotion,
then further bisections are terminated.
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2.1.2.4 Comparison with Pure Sampling Approach
In order to check how the new proposed algorithm influences the results, we
compare the output to “Pure Sampling” results. The Pure Sampling approach
simply checks all configurations of one path versus all configurations of another
path. For paths with n andm configurations that results in n×m collision checks.
It should be noted that such comparison is quite difficult because of the big
differences in the background of compared methods and differences in the pre-
sentation of results. The pure sampling approach just tests one configuration
against another (a discrete approach), whereas the continuous checking considers
whole segments and marks them as collision free or not. Anyway, such overlay of
computed collision regions is presented in Figure 2.8. There we can notice that
results are as expected quite similar. The continuous approach outputs a bigger
collision region. This is understandable, because it is a more conservative ap-
proach; it increases the collision condition based on parameter maxStaticMotion.
Figure 2.8 also presents a comparison for two values of this parameter; on the left
side the parameter is kept low, what results in a smaller collision region than on
the right side.
pure sampling continuous path checking
Figure 2.8: Comparison between two different approaches for a path checking;
pure sampling (red grid) and continuous path checking (blue intervals). Left side:
continuous path checking with set parameter maxStaticMotion = 2 cm, right side:
maxStaticMotion = 5 cm. Test performed on cell with two KUKA LBR robots,
two paths with 160 and 240 configurations respectively.
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Continuous Path Checking Sampling
maxStaticMotion (mm) 100 50 50 30 30
minJointMotion (rad) 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,1
resampling 10th 10th 20th 10th 10th
number of static checks 532 1010 956 1652 1180 1667
computation time (min) 6 11,8 5,5 18,2 12,9 19,2
Table 2.2: Computation times for the path checking (test on real industrial cell).
The left side of table present different computation times (based on parameters
set or re-sampling rate). The right side of the table offers a comparison with the
pure sampling approach.
2.1.2.5 Computation Time Reduction
Another desired benefit of the proposed method is a reduced computation time.
Not only that the continuous path checking assures no collisions are ever missed,
it also implies checking by so called “dynamic step sizes”; when being relatively
far from the obstacle, the whole segment can be easily checked and marked as
collision free as opposed to when being in closed proximity, the segment should
be properly bisected and checked.
Lets say we have robot paths with lots of samples (for our experiment we used
paths with 1667 samples, a sampling rate 12 ms, the total trajectory time 20 s).
With the aim for a computation time reduction, we re-sample the paths. We make
the segments bigger by taking every n-th sample, e.g. every 10th or 20th sample.
The background how the continuous checking algorithm works is that it uses an
interpolator to perform the bisections. The default one is a linear interpolator.
That means our results are just an approximation. A rough estimation of such
errors can be seen when looking at Figure 2.9.
The other factors to influence the computation time are the algorithm param-
eters (explained in section 2.1.2.3.3). Table 2.2 summarizes computation times
for different combinations. There we can notice a reduction of computation time
for all scenarios compared to a “brute force” approach (the last column, pure
sampling). However, if we set high limits for the parameters (e.g. column 4 of
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Figure 2.9: Re-sampling (taking every 20th or every 10th sample) of paths for
a computation time reduction. The figure above shows an example of path (the
angle for one of robot’s joints) and figures below display a more detailed view.
results), then there will be a lot of checks needed (marked by a number of static
checks, e.g. 1652 - coming close to the number of samples 1667). Computation
times in that case are quite similar (i.e. ∼ 19 min).
Another interesting fact that can be calculated from the results in Table 2.2 is
the average time needed for one collision check. Because we are sure that in the
case of a pure sampling there are 16672 collision checks, the following equation
gives a result:
computation time
number of collision checks
=
1156 s
16672
= 0, 4 ms
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2.1.2.6 Results of Continuous Collision Checking for Multiple Robots
The main results of the proposed method are summarized as follows:
- Continuous Collision Checking Algorithm for Multiple Robot Paths is a
new method.
- The algorithm assures no collisions are ever missed when checking paths in
a multi robot system.
- The method is a conservative approach. It can recognize relatively close
configurations as they are colliding. However this factor can be bounded
by a Cartesian threshold maxStaticMotion.
- The use of the method reduces computation time.
- The algorithm parameters or the (original) number of samples must be
chosen as a compromise between precision of results and computation time.
2.2 Collision Free Coordination of Multiple Robots
This section presents the problem of coordination by modelling it in the coordi-
nation space. It explains how the coordination maps are constructed, what they
mean and offer. The associated areas are problems of scheduling and deadlocks.
With respect to discussed themes, a development of a solution is presented, i.e.
automatic computation of sufficient interlocks.
2.2.1 Coordination Map
The coordination map is a way to model the coordination problem; it presents
all possible combinations of states for a multi robot system.
When considering two robots and two predefined paths (described by a path
parameter τ ∈ [0, 1]), the coordination map is a 2D plane. Each axis presents the
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evolution of the path parameter τ ; at the beginning of the axis (when τ = 0), a
robot is in its initial configuration and at the end (τ = 1), the robot is at the
goal configuration.
Modelling with the coordination map implies two important qualities:
(1) The presentation of the colliding configurations. They are named as colli-
sion regions of the coordination map.
(2) The coordination problem is transformed into finding a path through the
coordination map that avoids collision regions. The path (or rather the
schedule) starts in state (0,0) and ends in (1,1). It leads both robots from
their initial to their finial configurations.
2.2.1.1 Coordination Map Variants
The coordination map can come in different flavours, e.g. presentation in Figure
2.10 shows a continuous and a discrete coordination map.
0 1 0 1
0
1
0
1
τy
τx τx
τy
Figure 2.10: Two examples of the coordination map. Left; a continuous coordina-
tion map with continuous path parameters and marked collision regions. Right;
the path parameter is discretized, the map becomes a grid.
What we are interested in, is obtaining a coordination map where each cell
would correspond to a path segment i.e. the robot movement between two pro-
grammed points. The map’s grid then presents the programmed points.
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Figure 2.11: Steps in construction of the coordination map based on the infor-
mation about programmed points. From left to right: (1) coordination map, (2)
coordination map with an overlay grid, based on information about programmed
points, (3) coordination map where each cell represents one segment in the
robot’s program, (4) same as case 3 with uniformly scaled cells.
The construction of such a map is presented in Figure 2.11. At the left side we
see a “continuous” coordination map (displayed with a very small grid, because in
the actual implementation also the continuous map has a discrete presentation).
On the second map from left, an overlaid grid can be seen. It carries information
about programmed points in the robot’s program. Obtaining a desirable coordi-
nation map (synchronized to path segments) is then straightforward. Such map
is displayed in the third and forth grid of the figure.
Note that the third and the forth grid of Figure 2.11 present the same coor-
dination map, just their cells are scaled differently. Anyway, there is no right or
wrong presentation. Cells can be scaled according to different quantities. One
useful possibility is to scale them according to the time that a robot needs to
execute the path segment.
2.2.1.2 Details on Coordination Map
Here we explain some background algorithms about the coordination maps.
2.2.1.2.1 Results from Continuous Path Checking
The Continuous Collision Checking Algorithm for Multiple Robot Paths outputs
the results in form of collision free intervals (white areas in Figure 2.12) for
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every sample in the static path. The colliding regions (red areas) are then just a
complement of collision free areas.
0 10,2 0,5 0,62
0
1
0,2
0,43
Figure 2.12: Results from Continuous Collision Checking Algorithm for Multiple
Robot Paths. The main information is in white intervals (so called CollFree-
Bounds, y axis) for every static step (x axis). The red regions (presenting collision
regions in the coordination map) are just a complement of “white” intervals.
Results of the collision checking algorithm are presented in the form of
static steps ; path parameter τ ∈ [0, 1] where dynamic checks were executed,
e.g. [0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.62, 1]. For every such step there is an appropriate vector
of CollFreeBounds , again in form of path parameter τ ∈ [0, 1]. For example,
if for some static configuration there is no collision detected during continuous
checking, the vector will hold just an interval [0, 1]. If there were some collisions
detected, then appropriate intervals will be saved, e.g. [0, 0.2], [0.43, 1]. Such
collision areas are later mapped to a 2D grid.
2.2.1.2.2 Mapping of Collision Regions to a Grid
There are two possible discretizations of the results (see Figure 2.13); the first one
is to lay an uniform grid over them, the second represents each static step with
its own column, ignoring its actual width. The first one is more straightforward,
because the user decides how precise the pixel grid should be. The second one
however ensures no information is lost due to the discretization. For the purpose
of visualization we provide functions that properly scale such grid.
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Figure 2.13: Two different approaches for building a coordination map from path
checking results (figure on left side). Above: discretization with an uniform grid,
under: each interval is presented by a column.
2.2.1.2.3 Connected Component Labelling
Once the collision regions have been presented with the coordination map, the
map is then searched for connected areas. The procedure is called Connected
Component Labelling and is a well known algorithm from the image processing
theory, first introduced in [23]. Here we briefly explain some details about our
implementation.
Figure 2.14: Connected Component Labeling. Far left (small 3 × 3 grid): filter
for looking at the neighborhood of a current pixel. 3 bigger grids from the left to
right; (1) binary information, (2) first scan of the grid - assignment of temporal
labels, (3) in second scan temporal labels are replaced by unique labels. Image
source: [24].
We have a grid with binary information (left grid, see Figure 2.14). The
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algorithm traverses the grid two times; in the first scan (middle grid, Figure
2.14) it assigns temporal labels by looking at 4 neighbors of the current pixel (W,
NW, N, NE) and deciding on the following criterion:
- if none of the 4 neighbors is labeled: assigns a new label
- if only one neighbor is labeled: assigns that label
- if more than one neighbor is labeled: assigns one label and remembers
equivalences
Then the equivalencies are searched by a Union Field algorithm, that merges
equivalent temporal labels into new unique labels. In the second scan of the grid
(right map, Figure 2.14) they replace temporal labels.
Union Field
The Union Field algorithm can be described as a process of finding “disjoint”
sets (with “connected” elements) from a list of given sets. It follows next steps:
- Create a dictionary for storing a root of all elements. Initially set the root
of each element to itself.
- If two elements are “connected”, then unite the sets of those two elements.
To unite sets containing the elements p and q, change the root of all elements
(in the dictionary) with root(p) to root(q).
2.2.1.3 Setting the Interlocks
Once we have the coordination map, where each cell corresponds to a path seg-
ment, interlock suggestions can be generated. A sufficient and necessary interlock
constellation is a simple projection of collision regions to each axis. This proce-
dure can also be described as finding the bounding rectangles of the regions. At
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Figure 2.15: Setting interlocks by a projection of collision regions to each axis.
Each collision region demands two signals (allocation and release) for two robots;
displayed at the left and lower side of the grid.
the rising edge of the region there is a signal of allocation and at the falling edge,
an interlock signal of release. See Figure 2.15 for a graphical presentation.
Each region in the coordination map therefore demands “one interlock”; two
signals (allocation and release) for two robots. From a practical implementation it
is perhaps better to combine several regions with a common interlock. However,
such interlock suggestion exceeds our frame of work and is left to the judgement
of the PLC programmer.
2.2.2 Solution for the Scheduling
When modelling the coordination problem with coordination map, the scheduling
of robots gets transformed into finding a path through the coordination map from
a lower left corner (both robots in their initial configurations) to the upper right
corner (both robots in their goal configurations). It is then actually a rather
simple 2D path planning problem. The easiest solution is a local method of a
Greedy Planner.
2.2.2.1 Greedy Scheduler
The Greedy Planner or in our case better called the Greedy Scheduler, wants to
achieve its goal as quickly as possible (see the left side of Figure 2.16). Preferred
motions through a 2D grid are therefore diagonal. If that is not possible, because
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Figure 2.16: Greedy Scheduler algorithm. Left: Greedy Scheduler moves from
the lower left corner to the upper right corner. Movements on collision region
borders are also allowed. Right: Greedy Scheduler gets trapped and cannot reach
its goal.
it would mean moving through collision regions, then it moves horizontally or
vertically. There are three possible transitions to a next cell, illustrated by Figure
2.17.
x
y
Figure 2.17: Explanation of all possible movements in the coordination map;
left; robots x and y move concurrently, middle; robot x is moving (evolution
of parameter τx), while robot y is stopped (parameter τy remains unchanged),
right; robot y is moving, robot x is not.
From the robots pair perspective this means either a preferred concurrent
movement of both robots or a movement of only one robot.
Note that movements on collision region borders are also allowed (consider
Figure 2.16). The reason for that originates from the fact, that a segment contains
also both its end configurations. So if one of the ending configurations is in
collision, the whole segment would be marked as a colliding segment. This implies
that such configurations can only be in the interior of the collision region and not
on its border.
As simple as this algorithm is, it has a drawback. The Greedy Scheduler can
get trapped in non-convexities of collision regions (see Figure 2.16, right side).
These are deadlock situations and in order to prevent them, the collision regions
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need to be properly extended. Explanation follows in section about deadlocks
2.2.3.
2.2.2.1.1 Scheduling of Cyclical Paths
In real industrial workcells, the case of cyclical paths is very common i.e. paths
where a robot starts moving at a home configuration and after finishing with its
program, it returns to this configuration. That means that the opposite sites of
the coordination map (left - right, top - bottom) present the same configuration.
When one robot finishes with its cycle sooner than the other robot, there is
no need to wait for the other robot to finish (consider Figure 2.16, left side).
For our implementation of the simulation this means that once a robot reaches
its end configuration, it is no longer stopped till the finish of the other robot’s
program. It starts executing a new cycle or “moves over the coordination map”.
This is easiest explained by looking at Figure 2.18. On the left side, several same
coordination maps are assembled together, based on the Greedy Scheduler’s path.
The right side then displays the coordination map with all possible movements
in it.
Figure 2.18: Greedy Scheduler for the case of cyclical paths. There is no need to
wait that both robot execute one complete cycle. If one robot is for some reason
faster then the other, it can independently continue with its cycle. Graphically
this is represented on the left side, where coordination maps are assembled to-
gether based on the Greedy Scheduler’s path. The right side of the figure only
plots all possible motions in one coordination map.
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2.2.3 Solution for the Deadlock Problem
A deadlock is a situation when robots are blocking each other ways and thus
cannot carry on with the program execution. Lets imagine two robots, both
trying to reach a certain welding spot. The first robot reaches it and wants to
move away. The second robot in that time also wants to achieve the common
point, but is stopped, because a shared spatial zone is locked by the first robot.
The first robot however cannot move, because the other robot is blocking its way.
This is a rather simple example and with an increasing complexity of work-
cells, several unforeseen situations can arise. They are a consequence of wrongly
programmed interlocks.
When using the coordination map, deadlock states can be easily detected.
They are non-convexities of the collision regions where the Greedy Scheduler can
get trapped. However, extending the collision region to its convex equivalent is
not sufficient; one must search for a different kind of extension. This is best
explained by Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19: Comparison between a collision region and its extensions; from left
to right: (1) region, (2) convex hull of a region, (3) extended region with removed
deadlock states - red areas: a necessary extension, blue areas: this extensions
does not influence the final result.
2.2.3.1 Deadlock Remover Algorithm
The Deadlock Remover algorithm is a method that extends the collision regions
so that the Greedy Scheduler can always achieve its goal.
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The Deadlock Remover operates on a coordination map where regions
have already been labelled. For every region, it searches its bounding box
(xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax). Then it continues with two steps, illustrated by Figures
2.20 and 2.21.
It starts at the lower left corner of the bounding box. In the first step (Figure
2.20) it always checks the current column if there is some region pixel above. If it
is, then it “draws border” till it. Otherwise it wants to move along the border of
the region, but only if this involves moving in north, north-east or east direction.
If this is not possible, then it makes one step right. After doing so it again checks
the column and continues till it reaches the upper right corner of the bounding
box.
Figure 2.20: Explanation of first step in Deadlock Remover algorithm. On the
left there is a scheme of the algorithm, on the right side the corresponding actions
are marked for an exemplary coordination map.
For the second step (Figure 2.21) algorithm returns to lower left corner. Now
it checks the current row and always wants to draw border to the right. If this
is not possible, the alternative movement is up. It repeats that till it completes
the closure.
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Figure 2.21: Explanation of the second step in the Deadlock Remover algorithm.
On the left there is a scheme of the algorithm, on the right side the corresponding
actions are marked for an exemplary coordination map.
2.2.3.1.1 Extending the Regions Touching the Coordination Map’s
Borders
Figure 2.22: Extending the regions touching the coordination map’s borders; re-
gions touching the right column (left side, magenta color) or regions touching the
top row (right side, cyan color). Such situations arise deadlocks. The Deadlock
Remover algorithm thus performs an intermediate step in enlarging the regions.
If a region is touching the border of the coordination map, it can also prevent
the Greedy Scheduler from achieving its goal (consider Figure 2.22). Regions
touching the borders therefore imply the danger of deadlocks, but not with its
non-convexities.
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Extensions of the regions on the border are easily implemented if the region is
enlarged by a top row or a right column (see Figure 2.22). After such intermediate
step, the Deadlock Remover removes all possible deadlock states.
2.2.3.1.2 Iterative Deadlock Remover
The Deadlock Remover can sometimes (by extending a region) cause new pos-
sible deadlock states. See Figure 2.23 where this is graphically explained. Our
method can detect such special cases and then the Deadlock Remover algorithm
is executed in several iterations.
Figure 2.23: Deadlock Remover algorithm removes deadlock states in several
iterations. The middle figure presents the problem where computing the closure
for one object results in “new” deadlock states. The algorithm then merges such
regions into one and computes proper closure.
2.2.3.1.3 Flood Fill Algorithm
The Deadlock Remover algorithm outputs a border. There is a need to fill it
and this is achieved by a Flood Fill Algorithm. The operation can be seen as
“flooding” the region inside of a border with some color (from there also the name
Flood Fill). It is a well known algorithm and the reader can search for different
published pseudocodes - the one we use is given below:
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Flood-fill (node, target-color, replacement-color):
1. If target-color is equal to replacement-color, return.
2. Set Q to the empty queue.
3. Add node to the end of Q.
4. While Q is not empty:
5. Set n equal to the last element of Q.
6. Remove last element from Q.
7. If the color of n is equal to target-color:
8. Set the color of n to replacement-color and mark "n" as processed.
9. Add west node to end of Q if west has not been processed yet.
10. Add east node to end of Q if east has not been processed yet.
11. Add north node to end of Q if north has not been processed yet.
12. Add south node to end of Q if south has not been processed yet.
13. Return.
2.2.3.2 Results of the Deadlock Problem
Figure 2.24 presents different examples of the coordination map with removed
deadlock states.
Figure 2.24: Examples of the coordination map with removed deadlock states.
The collision regions are plotted as solid objects, contours (in different colors)
present the extensions by a Deadlock Remover algorithm. In the middle and
right figure the same collision scene is investigated, but with changed roles of
robots. On this two pictures one can also notice extensions of regions if they
touch the edges of coordination map. All three coordination maps use a different
number of pixels for visualization.
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2.3 Simulation of Multiple Robot Coordination
A final step towards obtaining a solution is to test whether individual parts of
implementation fit well together and output a desirable behaviour. A simulation
environment combining all partial solutions is constructed; it combines the con-
tinuous collision checking, coordination map, deadlock removal and scheduling
strategies.
Aiming to make the simulation more similar to realistic conditions, we consider
the fact from the problem statement, saying robots can get delayed at arbitrary
times. This kind of behaviour can be modelled by an introduction of random
delays in the simulation environment. Normally both robots still execute their
motions concurrently, but based on random signals the one or the other will be
stopped for the execution of one segment. This results in a changed path/schedule
(compared to the one seen in Figure 2.18 from the section of scheduling) and as
such can even better check the correctness of the solution.
Figures 2.25, 2.26 and 2.27 show different scenarios from a very simple exam-
ple; two robots fronting each other and reaching to a common point in between
them. Figure 2.25 displays a crash, Figures 2.26 and 2.27 display a successful
avoidance of collision by usage of the above described solution.
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Figure 2.25: Simulation of a crash. Left figure: robots in home configurations,
middle: robots reaching towards a common point, right: robots crash while reach-
ing to a common point.
Figure 2.26: Simulation of a collision avoidance. Left figure: robots in home
configurations, middle: robots reaching towards a common point, right: the right
robot is stopped while the left is achieving a common point.
Figure 2.27: Simulation of a collision avoidance. Left figure: robots in home
configurations, middle: robots reaching towards a common point, right: the left
robot is stopped while the right is achieving a common point.
3 Application to Real Industrial Use
Cases
The algorithms and the solution presented in previous chapter are constructed
with the purpose to be used on real industrial workcells.
In order to test a real world use case, we study a welding cell with prepro-
grammed interlocks. When dealing with real robot programs, there exist some
additional aspects to the coordination problem and interlock settings. From the
software perspective, its interface must fit to provided workcell data.
The end of this chapter gives results computed by our method and compares
it with the current solution.
3.1 Description of Programs
The cell in Figure 3.1 consists of two KUKA Quantec KR180 R2500 robots with
welding guns. They are placed one beside another, each performing spot welding
at a workpiece that is provided and held by a turntable. The programs for both
robots are cyclical (the start and end of one cycle in a home configuration), the
duration of one cycle is 15,9 s. Each program has to weld 30 points and there are
3 preprogrammed interlocks. Interlock signals are inserted at appropriate welding
spots.
The reason for that is the nature of real robot paths. Paths are programmed
as a sequence of points. Each point means a certain robot pose (the position
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Figure 3.1: Welding cell with two KUKA Quantec KR180 R2500 robots.
and orientation). Movements in between points are elementary motions (PTP
- Point To Point, LIN - Linear, CIRC - Circular). Robots could be stopped
at every programmed point, but in order to optimize the execution and save
time, elementary motions are usually combined without stops. Due to dynamic
constrains, this kind of movement deviates from a full stop path. For explanation
refer to Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Movement of a real industrial robot consists of elementary motions
(PTP, LIN, CIRC) and is described by a sequence of programmed points. They
can either be exact or continuous points. Interlocks can be inserted only at the
exact ones. Image source: [25].
That means there exist two types of points in robot programs:
- exact point: robot stops at a programmed point
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- continuous point: robot does not stop at this point, it only traverses it (but
still moves inside some predefined radius around it)
So realizing an interlock actually means a full stop for the robot, we can
conclude, they can only be set at exact points. If they were inserted e.g. at
continuous points, that would change the robot movement significantly.
3.2 Processing of Programs
The data we are provided with is in form of a ROBCAD model of the workcell
and programs in KRL (KUKA Robot Language) programming language, one for
each robot.
The desirable data for our software can be summarized as follows:
(1) COLLADA models (CAD models) of robots
(2) robot paths in form of joint values for one cycle
(3) information where (in robot paths) interlocks can be inserted
The following paragraphs explain steps in obtaining such information:
(1) There is a need to transform the ROBCAD model into COLLADA model.
Note that preconditions for our work state there is no collision between robots
and peripherals, so it is sufficient to import just the models of robots (with their
worktools) and leave out the surrounding.
(2) For obtaining the joint values we observe the robot programs at Office PC i.e.
a computer that simulates the actual robot’s controller. This allows simulating
the robot paths and logging different data (e.g. joint values, the position and
speed of TCP in a Cartesian space, angular speeds, torques etc.). This procedure
is often called as the trace making.
As in reality, also the simulator has different modes in which the robot can be
run e.g. automatic, manual. For logging the joint values we need to be able to run
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the program at a full execution speed; that means modifying the program so that
it contains just basic movement instructions without any supporting subroutines
(e.g. initialization subroutines) or exchanging signals with PLC. The snippet in
Figure 3.3 shows an example of such modification.
Figure 3.3: Demonstration of program modifications. Commenting out the parts
that do not instruct motions.
Moreover when dealing with a welding program, there exist programmed
points at which robots perform a welding subroutine, so called “welding spots”.
From our point of view they present just points at which robots stay for a certain
time, thus we replace it with “normal” exact points. See snippet 3.4.
(3) For extracting the information where interlocks can be inserted, we need
some synchronization between robot paths (logged traces) and the program in-
structions. For that reason we additionally provide signals marking exact points.
Snippet 3.4 shows how such signals in the form of simple pulses can be inserted
into KRL program. The pulses are then additionally logged.
Figure 3.4: Special welding spots performing welding subroutines (left) can be
replaced with exact points (right). Additionally we log pulses that mark this kind
of points in program.
Generated files from point (2) and (3) are in a form *.dat, *.r64, *.trc. They
can be loaded to Matlab with proper reading functions. There we extract only
the relevant information and pack it into simple *.txt files.
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3.2.1 Processing Results
Traces (see Figure 3.5) are logged with a sampling rate of 12 ms. Because we
observe it in a window of 20 s, we are left with 1667 samples. A robot path can
be thus seen as a sequence of 1667 values (each value is actually a vector of 6 joint
values). Information about exact points is rather transformed to a corresponding
path parameter τ ; an example can be seen in the bellow frame.
0.100 0.119 0.136 0.153 0.177 0.194 0.214 0.233 0.252 0.273 0.293 0.312 0.334
0.352 0.407 0.423 0.440 0.457 0.475 0.492 0.543 0.646 0.674 0.690 0.709 0.728
0.746 0.767 0.785 0.802
Figure 3.5: Logged joint values (for the first joint) and pulses marking exact
points for one robot.
3.3 Results of a Real Industrial Use Case
We examined the welding cell with the purpose of comparison between manually
programmed interlocks and interlocks computed by our method.
The manually programmed interlocks are presented in Table 3.1. There we
can see 3 interlocks, each consisting of two signals for two robots. Interlock signals
are set at program’s welding points (in table they are described by a point number
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robot x robot y
interlock allocation/pt# release/pt# allocation/pt# release/pt#
1 0 9 7 29
2 13 29 7 16
3 20 29 7 22
Table 3.1: Manually programmed interlock signals. Refer to Figure 3.8 for a
graphical presentation. Each interlock has two signals (allocation and release).
Interlocks are inserted at exact points, summarized by a point number pt#.
“pt#”).
Our solution is plotted in Figure 3.6. This figure can be thought of as an
intermediate step in finding the solution. Figure 3.7 presents the final coordi-
nation map, where each cell corresponds to a motion between two exact points.
Suggested interlocks are then projections of detected regions to each axis. They
are summarized in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.6: Coordination map of the real workcell. Parameters of our solution:
collisionCondition = 5 cm, maxStaticMotion = 3 cm, minJointMotion = 0.01,
re-sampling by taking every 10th sample out of logged traces. Coordination map
uses 300 px for visualization. Areas in rectangles show a more detailed view.
The comparison between interlocks is best done graphically - refer to Figure
3.8. On the right side of this figure we can see that manually programmed in-
terlocks (marked with red, green, blue areas) are sufficient with respect to our
detected collision regions (marked with cyan, yellow and magenta color). In fact
manually programmed interlocks seem to be even redundant and too conserva-
tive. However, it should be noted that for our test we used a minimal collision
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Figure 3.7: Coordination map of a real workcell synchronized to exact points,
where each cell represents one segment in the robot’s program. There are 3
detected collision regions, resulting in 3 needed interlock signals. Interlocks are
plotted at the bottom and left side and are summarized in Table 3.2.
robot x robot y
interlock allocation/pt# release/pt# allocation/pt# release/pt#
1 0 1 16 18
2 22 23 14 16
3 23 29 8 17
Table 3.2: Interlock signals for a real workcell suggested by our algorithm. Refer
to Figure 3.7 for a graphical presentation. Each interlock has two signals (alloca-
tion and release). Interlocks are inserted at exact points, summarized by a point
number pt#.
condition, meaning we marked only the configurations that are “truly” in colli-
sion. For a safer solution we could increase the collision condition. That would
detect also the configurations that are relatively close.
A normal execution of both robot programs results in a straight diagonal line
from the lower left to upper right corner. When looking at the coordination map
in Figure 3.7, one can see such execution stays out of collision regions. It means
if both robots execute their normal cycles, then there is no need for interference
of interlocks. However, uncommon robot delays during the execution change the
path through the coordination map and then interlocks are very crucial.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between suggested interlocks (cyan, yellow and magenta
colored areas) and the manually programmed (red, green, blue). Left: coordi-
nation map with manually programmed interlock signals. Interlocks are marked
at the bottom and left side, forming rectangles in the coordination map. Right:
comparison between manually programmed interlocks and collision regions de-
tected by our algorithm.
4 Tools for the User
The coordination problem in multi robot workcells is everything but easy. If
interlocks are programmed manually, then it is an extremely complex problem
(due to the program and cell’s complexity). Even with a coordination maps
analysis, the problem is still not trivial to imagine and visualize. Therefore,
we provide different tools that can help understand the problem and ease the
interlock programming.
4.1 Motivation for Users Tool Interface
On one hand the coordination problem could be visualized in a Cartesian space
as 3D collision zones. They are overlapping areas of all robot workspaces. The
approach is most similar to a simple visual inspection of the cell, but of course is
able to visualize more information.
On the other hand, the methods discussed in previous chapters mostly rely
on modelling the problem with the coordination map. This offers an additional
aspect of the problem, so it is only appropriate to offer it as a visualization tool
for the workcell programmer.
An interlocks suggestion, achieved by a simple projection of detected collision
regions to each axis (of the coordination map) is a necessary and sufficient so-
lution. Anyway from the practical implementation perspective, there are other
aspects to be taken into account e.g.:
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- some constellation or combination of interlocks can be more easy and ap-
propriate to implement than the other
- due to communication via central PLC and the associated number of signals
it is usually more efficient to have less interlock signals then more
An automatic computation of the optimal interlock constellation with respect to
such criterion exceeds our frame of work. This is left to the judgement of the
PLC programmer. The coordination map offers an overview of the problem and
can be very helpful in the process of finding an optimal solution.
In order to make use of the coordination map, the PLC programmer needs to
have an understanding of it. The programmer needs to realize what information
it displays and how this is linked with a multi robot workcell and the robot pro-
grams. Luckily these problems could also be overcome with a proper visualization
tool.
4.2 Application of Swept Volume
Swept volumes offer a visualization that is a most straightforward view of the
coordination problem. It marks collision areas in a Cartesian space. See Figure
4.1 for an example.
Interlock signals are a mechanism for an unique allocation of spatial zones. Yet
it is true, they are inserted in robot’s program and one could think they forbid the
execution of a certain program part. This is not completely true; the execution is
cancelled just in the case if other robots are currently executing particular parts
in their programs. The meaning behind interlocks is thus guarding a special
area in the Cartesian space. And this kind of areas can be displayed with swept
volumes.
A swept volume analysis is very useful for a first test of a general workcell.
It offers a quick check if there are any collisions at all. If no overlapping areas
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were detected, the solution is clear. In the opposite case, a further analysis with
coordination maps can be applied.
Figure 4.1: Swept volumes offer a good visualization of the workcell. Left side
displays the working envelopes, for each robot in a different color. Right side
marks only the shared spatial zones. Some data of the cell: 2 KUKA Quantec
robots with real programs, scene length = 4 m, number of voxels in each axis =
50, resolution therefore equals 8 cm.
4.3 Visualization of Coordination Map
When the coordination map is offered as a visual information, the user can set
interlocks with respect to it. The task of interlock setting can be described as
drawing rectangles over collision regions in the coordination map. Such rectan-
gle in the coordination map means two interlock signals for two robots in the
sense of a PLC programming. If rectangles cover whole collision regions, then
the execution of such program is guaranteed to exit without any collisions or
deadlocks.
What is more, even a connection between the coordination space and the
Cartesian space can be visualized. This is achieved in the form of a GUI (Graph-
ical User Interface) that displays a side-by-side view of the coordination map and
the 3D workcell scene - a GUI display is presented in Figure 4.2. So if the user
chooses a particular state in the coordination map, e.g. where it wants an in-
terlock to be set, it can right away see the corresponding configurations for both
robots. The advantage of GUI is an explanation of the coordination map. The
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user can easily understand what a particular state in the map means in the sense
of robot programs.
Figure 4.2: Graphical User Interface. Based on the position of mouse in the
coordination map (display left), robots take their corresponding configurations
(display right).
5 Conclusion
The work has presented a solution for a collision-free and deadlock-free coordina-
tion of robot paths in multi robot workcells. The method automatically suggests
a sufficient and necessary interlock constellation. It offers various tools that help
the user in the process of the PLC programming.
Correctness of the method was tested in a simulation environment. The solu-
tion was also applied to a real industrial use case, where the results were compared
to the current, manual solution.
5.1 Main Contributions
Here we summarize and emphasize the most important achievements of the work:
- development of the solution for the coordination problem in multi robot
workcells. The work also contains the implementation, explanation and
testing of the method.
- a new proposed algorithm for continuous collision checking of multiple robot
paths. It’s new as it guarantees a collision freeness among multiple robots.
It offers an additional advantage of reduced computation time.
- development of user visualization tools. They enlighten the problem and
ease the PLC programming.
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5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Eliminating Sampling Error
Traces of a real workcell are logged with a certain sampling rate e.g. for the
studied welding cell the sampling rate was 12 ms. However, the joint angles are
smooth curves, so splines can be fitted over the traced data. For the case of 6
joint values, 6D splines can be used. This would reduce the sampling errors.
Another advantage is that the same splines can be then used for the continuous
checking algorithm and replace its default linear interpolator. Again this could
contribute to a more precise solution.
5.2.2 Interlock Optimization by Introduction of Additional Program
Points
The coordination map also allows an optimization of the interlock constellation.
By looking at Figure 5.1, one can extract suggestions for possible additional
points.
Figure 5.1: Optimization of the program execution by suggesting new points for
interlocks.
From a practical implementation view, it is perhaps more interesting to use
already programmed continuous points than introduce new ones. One observation
is that continuous points can be easily used for the interlock signal of release.
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The reason is the robot is not stopped at this points, it just continues with the
execution of a program.
However, if one wishes to use continuous points for allocation interlock signal,
possible path changes must be taken into account.
5.2.3 Solution Considering Complex Program Structures
It is not always the case that robots execute a simple program consisting of
sequential moves between programmed points. Programs can (and usually do)
contain subroutines that will be executed with respect to different conditions.
These are so called if/else statements. In such case all possible execution combi-
nations should be checked. For every such combination, there is a need of a unique
coordination map. Obtaining a solution thus requires a proper logic handling.
5.2.4 Cells With More Than Two Robots
When checking a multi-robot workcell, there is a need to pairwise test the cell’s
robots, resulting in
(
m
2
)
coordination maps for m robots. However, setting the
interlock signals based on one coordination map reflects in other coordination
maps as well (consider Figure 5.2). A solution that satisfy the whole system
should be searched for.
1
2 3
2
Figure 5.2: If dealing with a multi-robot workcell, then setting the interlocks in
one coordination map (e.g. coordination map of robots 1 and 3, displayed above
right) influences interlocks in other coordination maps (e.g. coordination maps
for robots 1 and 2 (left above) and for 2 and 3 (right below)).
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5.2.5 Reduction of Cycle Time
One aspect of the problem statement says that robots can get delayed at arbitrary
times during the program execution. However, there exist a trajectory (the path
with a velocity profile) that is normally executed; this is sometimes referred to
as the normal cycle.
If trying to optimize the cell time-wise, one should aim for the reduction of
normal cycle time. This can be achieved by time scaling of the coordination map.
Each cell should be scaled according to the time that the robot needs to execute
a segment of a normal cycle. The optimal schedule is then simply the shortest
path through this kind of map. Finally, interlocks need to be set in such a way
that there is no (or as little as possible) interference with an optimal schedule.
5.2.6 GUI Improvements
GUI was developed in a simple and basic way. Its current state is a bare side-by-
side view of the coordination map and the workcell scene. The user can interact
with moving through the coordination map and based on the picked state, robots
will take the appropriate configurations of their paths.
The concept of the GUI is very interesting and promising, but the interface
could be upgraded and improved; e.g. it could display useful information for the
user, like marking the numbers of programmed points. Another extension could
allow the user to actually draw rectangles over collision regions. In the sense of
the PLC programming that means setting the interlock signals.
5.2.7 Simulation Improvements
The presented simulation environment is currently valid only for workcells with
two robots. For simulating a multi robot coordination, the concept should be
changed. Each robot could be moving along its path in a separated thread. In-
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terlocks can then be simulated by a mechanism allowing a thread communication.
That would actually be a realistic model of the real workcell; robots just
executing their programs and the central PLC taking care for communication
and synchronization.
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A Implementation
The vast majority of the solution is implemented in C++ language on a Win-
dows OS. As IDE we use Eclipse CDT1 - Eclipse for C/C++ Developers with
combination of Cygwin2 environment (Unix-like environment and a command
line interface for Windows).
The solution relies on the previously implemented code and libraries by KUKA
Laboratories GmbH, Technologieentwicklung. For example, implementation of
the distance calculation and collision detection algorithms for static obstacles,
continuous path checking, voxel grid and others. The code uses some open source
libraries, the most crucial are mentioned here:
- STL - Standard Template Library for C++ [26]; Offers I/O operations, pro-
vides containers (such as std::vector<T>etc.) and associated algorithms.
- Boost3; e.g. Smart Pointers (behave like normal pointers to dynamically
allocated objects, but automatically delete object pointed to at appropriate
time), Unit Tests (for structuring the code into test cases), Serialization (for
serialization or deserialization of objects to *.xml files) and others.
- OSG4; Open Scene Graph library for graphical visualization of a 3D scene.
- COLLADA importer; importing the CAD models of robots into the pro-
gramming environment.
1https://eclipse.org/cdt/
2http://www.cygwin.com/
3http://www.boost.org/
4http://www.openscenegraph.org/
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Due to the use of diverse libraries, the building of the code is controlled by
CMake5, the compiler used is NMake.
The programming of GUI is due to simplicity done in Java, using the SWING
and AWT API (Application Programming Interface). For the transformation
of the code (written in C++) to Java code, classes are wrapped using SWIG6
(Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator).
The design behind the object oriented code is best presented by UML7 dia-
grams (Unified Modeling Language). They will be illustrated and explained in
the following sections.
A.1 Swept Volume Implementation
Swept volumes are implemented by a voxelization of the 3D scene. Each little
cube stores appropriate information. Later voxels can be properly visualized. For
the implementation design refer to UML diagram in Figure A.1.
A 3D cube divided into voxels can be thought of as a 3D matrix and is im-
plemented by a template class VoxelMap<T>. Implementation provides surface
points on robot CAD models (implemented by a class SurfaceSampler). While
robots move along their predefined paths, points linked to their surface occupy
appropriate voxels.
The most basic implementation simply assigns a unique integer number for
each robot and each voxel will store such labels. This can be achieved by us-
ing a std::set<int>. At the beginning the whole scene contains empty con-
tainers and when robots move, appropriate integers are inserted into individ-
ual voxel cells. Based on the information that such little cubes hold, they can
be differently colored. Implementation is done via a function object of a class
SweptVolume2ColorMap.
5http://www.cmake.org/
6http://www.swig.org/
7http://www.uml.org/
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Figure A.1: UML for implementation of SweptVolume.
Nevertheless, VoxelMap<T> can hold anything, even an instance of a cus-
tom written class. Thus, we build a class OccupancyState that for each robot
holds a vector of path parameters τ ∈ [0, 1]. Now when the robot (at a certain
configuration) occupies some voxels, it not only “inserts” its unique number but
also the information about the corresponding τ . With a proper written class
OccStateRef2ColorMap we can achieve similar visualization effects as with the
previous example, but what we are truly interested in, is extracting an additional
information (for a construction of a coordination map). This is of course possible
(we obtain all necessary information), but is rather inefficient and cumbersome;
there is a need for checking the whole 3D scene and then for every OccupancyState
object marking areas in the coordination map. For workcells consisting of more
then two robots, the complexity only increases.
We desire a guarantee that the path used for making the swept volumes will
truly occupy all the working envelope and not leave some voxels empty because
of too big differences between two sampled configurations of the path. Thus, we
provide a class ProofPath. It computes a path whose configurations are guaran-
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teed not to be apart more than a specified Cartesian threshold. This quantity
simply equals the size of one voxel. The implementation relies on the continuous
path checking algorithm.
A.2 Continuous Collision Checking for Multiple Robots
and Coordination Map Implementation
Finding the solution for the coordination problem involves collision detection and
modelling with the coordination map. That is the reason that the Continuous
Collision Checking for Multiple Robots and coordination map implementation
are closely related and are presented with a common UML (see Figure A.2).
The Continuous Collision Checking for Multiple Robots algorithm is
implemented by a class RobotsPathChecker . It inherits from a class
ContinuousPathChecker , where continuous checking for one robot is imple-
mented. This class relies on the usage of a class DistanceCalculator, which im-
plements the BVH (Bounding Volume Hierarchies) and outputs the minimum
distance between the robot and obstacle.
ContinuousPathChecker can e.g. calculate the Cartesian distance of two robot
configurations. This is done by a calculation of proper weights for the Weighted
Manhattan metric. It can also test a segment bounded by two collision free
configurations with a function IsSegmentOK(). The background for such opera-
tion is the comparison between a Cartesian distances and distances to obstacles
(computed by the distance calculation algorithm).
RobotsPathChecker operates on two robots and two paths, each imple-
mented by a proper class. The interface of the class contains parameters, e.g.
maxStaticMotion, motionCollFree2Coll, minJointMotion, that are left to be set
by the user.
The connection between collision checking and the coordination map is a class
Collision2D . It carries the result from the Continuous Collision Checking for
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Figure A.2: UML diagram presenting the implementation of RobotsPathChecker,
CoordinationMap and DeadlockRemover.
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Multiple Robots algorithm. They are in a form of staticSteps and collFreeBounds.
Because continuous collision checking can take a significant computation time and
we wish to run several analysis with the coordination map on the same results,
we save results to a *.xml file (see Figure A.3). Then instead of rerunning the
collision checking, the results can be simply read out of a file.
Figure A.3: For convenience results are serialized to *.xml files. In the picture
above an overview of results can be seen, under there are snippets of saved data
for collFreeBounds (left) and staticSteps (right).
The coordination map, that is actually a 2D grid, could be implemented in
different ways in C++, e.g. with a proper matrix class. We use a template
class VoxelMap<int>, flattened to only two dimensions. The visualization of
coordination maps offers a nice help of estimating the correctness of solution
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during code development.
CoordinationMap has different presentations, e.g. DiscreteCoordinationMap
or ContinuousCoordinationMap that both inherit from the same base class. Co-
ordinationMap thus implements the common functionality (it is a fairly general
class, that could be used for similar problems of binary image processing) and
each child class adds unique features. CoordinationMap offers several functions,
e.g. for the visualization, for synchronization of results to programmed points
and related interlock setting etc. It is closely linked to class DeadlockRemover
which implements the algorithm of the same name.
A.3 GUI Implementation
The GUI consist of a side-by-side display of a coordination map and a 3D workcell
scene. As the user moves through the coordination map, robots move through ap-
propriate configurations of their paths. As such it visualizes connections between
states in the coordination map and robot configurations.
The implementation is done in Java, an UML diagram for it is shown in
Figure A.4. The usage of the rest of the code (implemented in C++, e.g. OSG
Display for the visualization of the 3D scene), is done using SWIG wrappers.
GUI is programmed according to normal recommendations; it provides a top level
container JFrame with a content pane as an extension of a component JPanel.
The 2D grid is implemented as a modified component JTable, so that each cell
is able to display a particular color. The implementation also contains an event
listener i.e. MouseMotionListener . It allows generating proper responses, so that
robots are assigned configurations based on the current position of mouse in the
coordination map.
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Figure A.4: UML presenting the implementation of GUI.
